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R A M A N A G A R A



Our luxury camper vans fuse comfort, 
technology and sustainability into a 
state-of-art vehicle that bring your 
road trip dreams to life. Step inside 
one of our unique, stripped back yet 
luxurious vans and find yourself trans-
ported into a world where nature 
reigns supreme.

Our RVs are crafted from the ground up, keeping a 
typical Indian family in mind every step of the way. 
Great for two couples and kids, the centralized 
air-cooled cabin is welcoming and airy once you enter, 
and will feel immediately familiar thanks to a modern 
chair and table setup, as well as modern amenities such 
as TVs, refrigerators, and even a swanky little kitchen! 
Your comfort is of  paramount importance to us, and 
that means we have used only the finest camper beds 
with mattresses allowing you to travel is style. 



Shilhaandara represents the great 
outdoors, where time moves at its 
own pace and rugged natural granite 
rock formations of captivating beauty 
line the landscape as far as eyes can 
see. Shilhaandara welcomes 
thrill-seekers and families with open 
arms, offering a quiet retreat for 
couples and an energetic getaway for 
thrill-seekers.

Our Caravan will escort you from your door-step and 
park at the camp-site at Shilhaandara resort. A day full 
of adventure awaits you which includes thrill-inducing 
activities such as adventurous Zipline, Quad Bike 
among others. Stay back at the Caravan and enjoy the 
thrill of camping in the middle of rocks. Our Caravan 
will safely drop you back  to your adobe after relishing 
a tasty breakfast at the resort.



Centralized AC WiFi Sofa-cum-bed Furnished 
bathroom

Extendable cooking platform

Induction Stove

Microwave oven

RO Drinking water

Stainless steel sink

Crockery storage

350L of fresh on-board water

Stove and 
Gas setup for self cooking

LED TV + 
Amazon Firestick

Chair + 
Study table

Bunk bed (1 no.) Vacuum based
Flush system

Foldable outdoor 
Furniture

Open Roof-top
Tent

GPS Tracking 
System

Digital Safety 
Lockers

CCTV

Bicycles (2 nos.)

Rollabale roof + 
Side Awning

Basic Indoor + 
Outdoor games

Separate Driver
Cabinet

(Queen size)



Shilhaandara Trip charges = 20,000 INR + 18% GST

This price is for upto 200 KM,  computed from 
Caravan parked location (Guhanatara Resort) and back to the same place.

*Additional KMs computed at 20 INR per KM

The Prakruthi Pravasi Caravan is designed for  4 Adults + 2 Kids (6-11yrs) or 4 Adults + 1 Adult.

The price is valid for your stay at the Shilhaandara resort i.e. 12pm on the start date to 12pm 
on the next date, also hours of travel from your destination to Shilhaandara resort and vice 
versa, is also included. Additional cost will be incurred if there is any delay in check-out from 
the resort.

The pricing includes ONE complimentary Breakfast which will be arranged by Shilhaandara 
resort. Guests are welcome to carry their own food or cook in the vehicle kitchenette. Lunch, 
Hi-Tea & Dinner can be availed at the resort at the additional cost.

Guests are entitled to all complimentary indoor & outdoor games at Shilhaandara resort. Other 
adventure activities can be availed at extra cost. Swimming attire i.e. Nylon clothes are manda-
tory for usage of swimming pool.

Pets are not allowed.

Outside liquor is not allowed. Usage of liquor at resort bar area only.

If the Guest wishes to explore any places around Ramanagara, extra fuel charges will be 
computed at 20 INR per KM.

  



If there are any technical breakdowns during the journey, we apologize for the inconvenience 
caused and we hope you remain patient until the alternative is arranged.

There might be WIFI fluctuations during the journey due to signal issues, kindly co-operate 
with the same.

The roof tent can be used only when the Caravan is parked at the camping site only.

The Prakruthi Pravasi Caravan shall not be driven after dusk and before dawn. The vehicle is 
fitted with a speed governor and will not travel beyond a speed of 60 km per hour. The 
journey might be bumpy sometimes depending on road conditions.

Hard luggage or suitcases are not allowed. Please bring soft/ air bags. A set of sanitized 
crockery and cutlery will be provided. A disclaimer with a checklist of all the amenities should 
be signed by the customer before the departure. If there is any damage or breakage, penalty 
charges will be levied on the customer.

Bath towels and Dental kits have to be carried by the guests. However a basic set of toiletries 
like soap and shampoo will be provided at the start of the trip. 

The Prakruthi Pravasi Caravan will be parked in a safe enclosed area.

The Prakruthi Pravasi Caravan will be turned on, for functioning of Air-Conditioner.

Fresh water will be provided at the camping site so that the tank can be topped up. 
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